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Hospitality - Existing Buildings
Recertification
Initial certification
Operations and Maintenance
Certification Type
Rating Systems
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
Establishment
Changes need to be made to the Establishment documentation, or the credit is being attempted for the first time. (Optional) 
Changes should be made only if changes to the building, operations and maintenance plans/policies, or management affect the achievement of Establishment requirements. 
The project team is pursuing EA Credit Existing Building Commissioning - Analysis.
Establishment Summary
Date
Name
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Complete
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Performance
This credit was earned within the last five years. No additional documentation is required. (Optional)
The project team has implemented all no-cost and low-cost operational improvements and/or minor repairs for major energy-using equipment.
The current facilities requirements and operations and maintenance plan have been updated to incorporate improvements.
Upload: No-/low-cost improvements summaryProvide a table or similar documentation listing all no- or low-cost operational improvements and/or minor repairs implemented during the performance period, the date of implementation, and the observed or expected economic impact (payback time, rate of return, or cost/benefit ratio) for each improvement.
An ongoing commissioning plan may be provided in lieu of a summary.
Upload: Capital plan summaryIf any capital improvement measures were identified during the performance period, provide a summary of the capital plan for major retrofits or upgrades to improve energy efficiency performance and/or improve operational reliability and consistency.
Upload: Staff training program
Provide a summary or copy of the management staff training program. Address how this program will allow building operations staff to efficiently operate all new or substantially altered building equipment or systems.
Performance Summary
Date
Name
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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